
 

Sister Stella Lillian Colless Australian Naval and 
Military Expeditionary Force (AN&MEF) Australian Army Nursing 
Service (AANS) 

 
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital (RPA) nurse training commenced: November 28 1908 

DOB: September 6 1882     Religion: C of E  

Address: Station Street, Penrith  

Fathers occupation: Newspaper Proprietor 

Schooling: Public School Penrith, Girl’s High School, Sydney 

Certificate granted: December 6 1912, Dispensary  
 
Colless was another of Rosa Kirkaldie’s friends persuaded to apply for a position on the 

Grantala in August 1914. On board she may have shared a cabin with McMillan who wrote 

‘Sister Colless looks after me and is a great comfort to me’ in her first letter home. Colless’s 

father owned the Nepean Times and three detailed articles quoting her letters appeared in the 

Times during the war. She described the nurses excited about going ashore in Rabaul. After 

tea with the officers they saw around the town; Colless was impressed with the pretty well laid 

out tree lined streets.  

She did not return to RPA enlisting with the AANS in July 1915. Colless left Australia on the 

Kanowna, which was on its way to England for convertion into a hospital ship.  She returned to 

Australia aboard the Karoola in December 1915 and continued to work on the hospital ships 

until October 1916. She worked at 1AAH Southall before going to 2AGH at Wimereux in 

France in February 1917. Colless continued to work in France until March 1919 when she 

returned to England for the voyage home on the Karoa. During her time in France she was 

attached to 2AGH but she also worked at three different Casualty Clearing Stations 3CCS, 

4CCS and 10CCS, for periods that are difficult establish from the records.  

Penrith City Council has researched the people of Penrith who went to WWI and their history 

has Colless nursing at the Randwick Hospital in 1921. Electoral Rolls indicate that Colless 

continued to work as a nurse and that she lived with her family in Woollahra and then in North 

Sydney.  

Stella Lillian Colless died September 28 1976 aged 94. 

 


